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SUMMARY
The topographic organization is a prominent feature of sensory cortices, but its functional role remains
controversial. Particularly, it is not well determined how integration of activity within a cortical area depends
on its topography during sensory-guided behavior. Here, we train mice expressing channelrhodopsin in
excitatory neurons to track a photostimulation bar that rotated smoothly over the topographic whisker rep-
resentation of the primary somatosensory cortex. Mice learn to discriminate angular positions of the light bar
to obtain a reward. They fail not only when the spatiotemporal continuity of the photostimulation is disrupted
in this area but also when cortical areas displaying map discontinuities, such as the trunk and legs, or areas
without topographic map, such as the posterior parietal cortex, are photostimulated. In contrast, when
cortical topographic continuity enables to predict future sensory activation, mice demonstrate anticipation
of reward availability. These findings could be helpful for optimizing feedback while designing cortical
neuroprostheses.
INTRODUCTION

Primary sensory areas of the neocortex are involved in sensory

perception of several modalities. For example, microstimulations

of specific areas of the cortex in humans produce vivid visual,

tactile, or auditory percepts (Dobelle et al., 1974; Penfield and

Boldrey, 1937; Penfield and Rasmussen, 1950; Schmidt et al.,

1996).

These sensory areas are organized topographically with

respect to the periphery (Daniel and Whitteridge, 1961; Merze-

nich et al., 1975; Penfield and Boldrey, 1937). In the primary so-

matosensory cortex (S1), Penfield and collaborators have shown

that neighboring cortical zones encode information from neigh-

boring patches of skin on the body (Penfield and Boldrey,

1937). Such cortical representation of the body surface in S1 is

a common feature ofmammals. In rodents, the whiskers’ follicles

on the snout are connected to distinct clusters of cells within S1,

called barrels (Woolsey and Van der Loos, 1970), that retain the

spatial organization of the follicles.

One question concerns to what extent activation of neuronal

ensembles in the cortical maps is necessary and sufficient for

eliciting percepts that can drive behavior (Ceballo et al., 2019a;

Chen et al., 2020; Dalgleish et al., 2020). Animals can be trained

to report direct cortical stimulation of primary sensory areas for

all modalities (Ceballo et al., 2019a; Chen et al., 2020; Choi

et al., 2011; Houweling and Brecht, 2008; Huber et al., 2008;

Peng et al., 2015). Interestingly, several studies have shown

that animals trained in a localized sensory perception task could

rapidly generalize when the peripheral stimuli were replaced by
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
cortical microstimulations (Chen et al., 2020; Leal-Campanario

et al., 2006; O’Connor et al., 2013; Peng et al., 2015; Romo

et al., 1998; Sachidhanandam et al., 2013; Tabot et al., 2013;

Venkatraman and Carmena, 2011). This seemingly immediate

interchangeability of natural and artificial stimuli strongly sup-

ports a prominent role of cortical activity in sensory perception.

Stimulation of distinct cortical zones in a topographic sensory

map elicited localized percepts matching the expected periph-

eral locations on the sensory organ (Bosking et al., 2017; Ceballo

et al., 2019a; Chen et al., 2020; Flesher et al., 2016; Winawer and

Parvizi, 2016). This result has been interpreted as additional ev-

idence that the topographical organization of sensory areas

serves a fundamental function for sensory processing (Har-

ding-Forrester and Feldman, 2018; Kaas, 1997). However, there

is no direct evidence that cortical topography is important for

brain function. On the contrary, it has been suggested that

topography could be a mere consequence of the way cortical

areas form early in development. In this alternative view, the

spatial arrangement of cortical zones as an orderly mosaic

may have no functional impact on the computations performed

by the cortex (Lashley, 1939). To solve this controversy, it be-

comes necessary to directly manipulate cortical activity at the

scale of the topographic organization of the cortex, and test its

causal impact on behavior.

Almost all studies linking cortical activity and perception have

focused on single-stimulus detection, or discrimination between

a few stimuli each presented individually. However, more com-

plex stimuli in which information is spatially and temporally

distributed are more likely to engage the computational capacity
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of the cortical network. Indeed, at the microcircuit level, func-

tional topography is known to be intrinsically associated with

precise intracortical connectivity diagrams (Jiang et al., 2015;

Narayanan et al., 2015; Rockland et al., 1982). These highly

non-random connections result in differential sensory process-

ing, depending on the spatiotemporal sequences of neurons be-

ing activated. Notably, the cortex seems particularly useful to

differentially integrate multiple sensory inputs over time, via

nonlinear transformations (Estebanez et al., 2018; Nogueira

et al., 2021).

To test the role of topography in cortical function, two different

types of mesoscopic patterns should thus be contrasted: on the

one hand, topographic patterns that match the cortical activa-

tion patterns known to occur following peripheral stimulation,

and on the other hand, non-topographic patterns that do not

match expected cortical activation, for example because they

correspond to synchronous stimulation of distant peripheral

zones that do not normally occur. Our underlying hypothesis in

contrasting such patterns is that they should result in different

cortical processing because of the detailed structure of the

cortical network.

We carried these tests by causally manipulating the activity of

cortical neurons in transgenic mice, using dynamical patterns of

optogenetic activation. By design, the behavior of the mouse

could only be due to perception of cortical activity. We applied

a continuously moving stimulus projected onto different cortical

areas: the primary somatosensory cortex (vS1), known for its

orderly two-dimensional topography; the trunk and legs area pri-

mary somatosensory area (bS1), which contains discontinuities

in its topography; and the posterior parietal cortex (PPC), which

lacks a clear topography. Our results point to differential sensory

processing in topographic and non-topographic areas.

RESULTS

Mice learn the angular position of a rotating optogenetic
stimulus projected onto the barrel cortex
In this study, we tested whether head-fixed, water-restricted

mice expressing channelrhodopsin in excitatory cortical neurons

could actively track the position of a photostimulation applied on

vS1 (Figures 1A and 1B). We first determined the location of at

least three barrels, including the C2 barrel, by intrinsic imaging

(Figure 1C). The locations were confirmed postmortem by histo-

logical barrel map reconstruction (Figures 1D (Perronnet et al.,

2016)). We then projected a rotating bar of light inside a disk
Figure 1. Mice were trained to lick for rewards when a moving photos

(A) Sensory-guided licking task. A digital projector sends frames through an optic

(B) Location of the stimulation disk over vS1 (cortical map adapted from Knutsen

(C) Contours of the intrinsic imaging responses for individual deflection of whisk

(D) Histological reconstruction of the barrel map for the experiment in (C).

(E) When the bar was in the green zone, licks were rewarded. In the red zone, a lic

one trial.

(F) Raster plots of licks (dots) during 20 consecutive trials in the first and 10th se

(G) Average learning curves (±SEM, n = 8mice) quantified by the detection level an

(see STAR Methods). Data are presented for the first five sessions and the last se

Wilcoxon tests, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.

(H) Performance curve of an algorithm solving the task with a pure temporal stra

triggering licks at a specific time, the operating time (grayscale), across all 252 p
centered on the C2 barrel (Figure 1E). The light bar turned

smoothly and differently for each trial, activating sequentially

contiguous zones of the barrel cortex (Figure S1). Mice could

obtain reward by licking when the photostimulation bar was

within a specific rewarded zone (Figure 1E). Licking when the

bar was in the no-lick zone immediately ended the trial and

started a 5-s intertrial interval without stimulation.

In Figure 1F, the first 20 consecutive trials are shown for the

first and 10th session for one mouse. During the first session,

the mouse licked randomly, which often cancelled the trial. Dur-

ing the 10th session, the mouse successfully refrained from

licking in the no-lick zone, until approaching the rewarded

zone. All eight trainedmice learned the task in 5 days (Figure 1G).

Rewarded trials increased on average by over 15% (Figure 1G

left, Wilcoxon test, p = 0.0078), while the detection level, calcu-

lated only on trials with available reward, increased up to 40%

above chance level (Figure 1G right, Wilcoxon test, p =

0.0078). This corresponded to over 90% of detection calculated

on all trials (Figure S2). Taken together, these learning curves

suggest that all mice learned both to locate which sector of the

stimulated cortical area leads to reward availability and to refrain

from licking in the no-lick zone in order to increase the total num-

ber of rewarded trials. Three mice out of eight were trained for

more than 5 days, and population analysis on the last sessions

pooled across all mice showed that performance continued to

increase (Figure 1G, ‘‘last’’).

We were concerned that the mice might learn the average

timing from the onset of the trial to the entrance in the rewarded

zone, without relying on the angular position of the photostimu-

lation. Thus, we designed an algorithm that solves the task using

only time cues. The results from this algorithm are shown in Fig-

ure 1H for all possible times of onsets of licks (operating times).

As expected, at short operating times (light gray points), most

licks fell in the no-lick zone, which in turn resulted in very low

numbers of rewarded trials. The longest operating times (dark

gray points) led to late lick onsets, which missed the rewarded

zones. All mice demonstrated higher performance than any

version of the temporal algorithm (Wilcoxon, p = 0.0078). Thus,

mice did indeed use the spatial location of the stimulation to

guide licking, and not only temporal cues.

To further investigate spatial learning, we analyzed the radial

distribution of the photostimulation angle for all lick times before

and after learning (Figure 2A top, same sessions as in Figure 1F;

see also Figure S3). The proportion of licks for the rewarded zone

increased with training from 19% to 61%, while the proportion of
timulation bar entered a defined vS1 zone

al window. A water tube detects licks and delivers rewards when appropriate.

et al., 2016, and Vanni et al., 2017).

ers Alpha, C2, and Delta overlaid on surface blood vessels.

k ended the trial. In the white zones, licks were ignored. Right: snapshots from

ssion for one mouse.

d the percentage of rewarded trials, normalized by subtracting the chance level

ssion of training for each mouse, regardless of the number of trained sessions.

tegy (see STAR Methods). Each gray dot is the performance of the algorithm

ossible trials. Blue dots are the mice performance on their last session.
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Figure 2. Redistribution of the angular positions of the optogenetic bar at lick times shows spatial anticipation of the reward

(A) Spatial distribution of the optogenetic stimulus angle for all licks (top) and lick onsets (bottom), for the sessions from Figure 1F.

(B) Average distribution of all licks and lick onsets for which the optogenetic bar was in the rewarded, no-lick, and neutral zones for the first and last session (n = 8).

One-sided Wilcoxon tests, *p < 0.05, colors match the zones (black = neutral zone).

(C) Average spatial distribution of the stimulus angle for lick onsets in the neutral and rewarded zones. Trials entering from the right were symmetrized before

averaging. Only the first 20 rewarded trials of a given session were used for this analysis, ensuring that the mice were highly motivated.
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licks for the no-lick zone decreased from 26% to 1%. Interest-

ingly, after learning, lick onsets occurred mainly for the zones

flanking the rewarded zone (Figure 2A, bottom). This suggests

that the mouse started licking after the bar left the no-lick

zone, even before entering the rewarded zone. Population anal-

ysis confirmed this redistribution of licks and lick onsets across

cortical photostimulation zones (Figure 2B, n = 8 mice, Wilcoxon

tests, *p < 0.05) and specifically right after entry in the neutral

zone (Figure 2C).

After learning the task, three mice were trained for a further

5 days with a more challenging, extended no-lick zone (Fig-

ure S4). The high performance and increased alignment of lick

onsets to the no-lick/neutral zones border further demonstrates

the fine readout resolution attained (Figures 2C and S4G).

Mice use the spatial continuity of the stimulation space
to solve the task
To check if the anticipatory licking shown in Figure 2C is based on

spatial rather than temporal cues,we trained three naivemice in a

shuffled condition (Figure 3A; see STARMethods). Across the 10

sessions of training, the percentage of rewarded trials did not in-

crease significantly, remaining far below values reached in the

standard condition (Figure 3B, Mann-Whitney [MW] test; p =

0.018). Nonetheless, two out of three mice reached a 100%

detection level after 10 days. These results suggest that the

spatial discontinuities reduced theproportion of successful trials,

but thatmice could still learn the rewarded zone location asmuch

as in the standard condition. Interestingly, whenwe looked at the

time course of successful trials, we found that mice strategy
4 Cell Reports 39, 110617, April 5, 2022
differed from that in the standard task: they started licking only

when the optogenetic bar reached the rewarded zone, instead

of anticipating its entry (example in Figures 3C versus 2F). We

quantified this observation by measuring the delay between lick

onset and entry in the rewarded zone. In the standard condition,

mice anticipated the rewarded zone entry by a median of �1 s,

in contrast to the �300-ms delay in the shuffled condition

(Figure 3D), and the absence of licks in the neutral zone just pre-

ceding the rewarded zone (Figure 3E). Anticipation of the re-

warded zone eventually emerged after an additional 3 days of

training (Figure 3D).

We wondered whether mice that had already learned the task

in the standard condition could easily adapt to the shuffled con-

dition. Three expert mice in the standard condition were tested in

the shuffled condition. Despite a drop in performance, these

mice remained experts at detecting the rewarded zone (100%

detection level) but stopped anticipatory licking (Figure 3F,

p < 0.0001), demonstrating again a direct effect of the spatial

continuity of trajectories on behavior.

To summarize, these results suggest that, in order to track the

cortical optogenetic bar and predict its trajectory, mice exploit

the spatial continuity of cortical stimulation.

Learning is disrupted by discontinuities in the cortical
map
To further test this finding, we asked if discontinuities in the tar-

geted cortical map itself might also affect learning. We trained

naive mice to learn the same task while centering the photosti-

mulation outside of the barrel cortex. First, we selected a cortical
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Figure 3. Mice rely on the spatial continuity of the stimulated area to learn the task

(A) Left, reorganization of angular sectors of the stimulation disk from the standard condition (top) to the shuffled condition (bottom). Sectors 1 and 4 are un-

changed; other sectors are permuted. Right, example snapshots of the same trajectory in both conditions. As several sectors are swapped, the stimulation bar

jumps from one sector to another, but stays in the no-lick, neutral, and rewarded zones following exactly the same timeline as in the standard condition.

(B) Average learning curves (± SEM) for the standard (blue, n = 8) and shuffled (brown, n = 3) conditions. Two-sided MW test, *p < 0.05.

(C) Raster plot of 20 consecutive completed trials for a mouse trained in the shuffled condition, for the first session with a high (>90%) detection level (session 6).

Delay is the time from entry in the rewarded zone to first reward.

(D) Median delay for the standard (blue) and shuffled (brown) conditions. For each mouse, session E is the first session with a detection level above 90%. Only

consecutive sessions with a detection rate of 90% or more are shown. One-sided MW test, *p < 0.05.

(E) Average spatial distributions of stimulus angle for lick onsets for rewarded trials (as in Figure 2C), for standard and shuffled conditions in session E + 1.

(F) Median delay for the last session in the standard condition, and for a test session in the shuffled condition 1 day later (n = 3mice). One-sidedMWcalculated for

each mouse, ***p < 0.001.
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A C

B D

Figure 4. Learning is only possible in a cortical area that contains a continuous topographic representation

(A) Stimulation disks including rewarded/no-lick zones on vS1 (blue), bS1 (magenta), and PPC (orange).

(B) Contours of the intrinsic imaging responses for individual deflection of whiskers Alpha, C2, and Delta (blue), and for mechanical vibration on the paw (pink),

overlaid on surface blood vessels. Magenta, stimulation disk on bS1.

(C) Average learning curves (± SEM) for stimulation of vS1 (blue, n = 8) and bS1 (magenta, n = 3).

(D) Same as C for PPC (orange, n = 4). In two mice, PPC training followed vS1 training. This might explain the significant differences in detection observed in the

first session. (C, D) Two-sided MW, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
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area (bS1) where the adjacent trunk, limb, and snout representa-

tions resulted in discontinuities in the cortical map (Figures 4A

and 4B). None of the mice reached performance comparable

with mice trained with photostimulation on vS1 (Figure 4C; MW

test on the last sessions; rewarded trials, p = 0.032; detection,

p = 0.019). Second, we centered the stimulation on PPC in four

mice already trained on vS1. The rationale was to select a non-

primary sensory area, for which topography is not a strong orga-

nizing principle. Similar to mice trained on bS1, these mice did

not learn the task (Figure 4D; rewarded trials, p = 0.008; detec-

tion, p = 0.008 compared with vS1 mice). This difference in per-

formance could not be due to a lack of induced activity: we re-

corded electrophysiological activity while projecting patterns of

light on the cranial window and found reliable activity induced

by photostimulation, regardless of the electrode position (Fig-

ure S1). Together, these results suggest that the continuous

topography present in vS1 is necessary for learning the optoge-

netically mediated task.

DISCUSSION

We have shown that mice can learn to use patterned cortical

stimulations as dynamical cues to guide their behavior. Learning

only occurred when the stimulus was continuous across space

and time, and when the target area included a continuous
6 Cell Reports 39, 110617, April 5, 2022
topographic map of the sensory periphery. Our findings thus fit

with the general idea that the topography of a cortical area

shapes input integration in neuronal networks.

Mesoscopic cortical patterns causally drive behavior
In order to activate the cortical surface with high-resolution

dynamical patterns, we chose to use optogenetic stimulation,

which activates predominantly upper layers (Yizhar et al.,

2011). The dense horizontal intracortical connectivity in these

layers supports continuous propagating waves of depolarization

at a mesoscopic scale (Muller et al., 2018; Vilarchao et al., 2018).

The fact that mice were able to lick in response to supragranular

mesoscopic patterns is direct evidence that patterns at that

scale can indeed acquire functional relevance for perception

and behavior.

Mice learn the optogenetic task similarly to a sensory
go/no-go task
During learning, mice first improved their task performance by

licking when the optogenetic bar entered the rewarded zone.

In parallel, many trials were still aborted because of licks in the

no-lick zone. This asymmetric learning for rewarded and non-re-

warded trials is similar to the dynamics described in a classic go/

no-go sensory discrimination task (Bathellier et al., 2013). Inter-

estingly, the delay between optogenetic stimulation and lick
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response was comparable with reaction times following periph-

eral stimulation, �300 ms (Figure 3) (Abbasi et al., 2018; Ceballo

et al., 2019b; El-Boustani et al., 2020; Huber et al., 2008; Sachid-

hanandam et al., 2013). Thus, mice integrate cortical stimuli simi-

larly to peripheral stimuli into perception and behavior.

Breaking spatiotemporal continuity disrupts learning
We tested two different ways of disrupting the continuity of op-

togenetic perception. First, we manipulated the spatiotemporal

parameters of the cortical stimulus by shuffling spatial zones of

the stimulated area. Second, we applied stimulation on an area

in which topography is discontinuous, such as bS1. In both

cases, learning was severely impaired (Figures 3 and 4). In

bS1, this could be due to the fact that the optogenetic bar

crosses cortical zones that correspond to non-contiguous pe-

ripheral skin zones. Thus, the stimulation could be perceived

as a stimulus jumping between many different locations; for

example, jumping from limbs to trunk. If, as proposed, S1 serves

as a body model to simulate and predict ongoing behavior

(Brecht, 2017), the induced S1 activity could indeed be difficult

to read out. Continuity of activity in a topographic area would

then be critical for sensorimotor anticipation and learning.

Biomimetism facilitates neuroprosthetic learning
Beyond a better understanding of sensory perception, our find-

ings could be key to the efficient delivery of sensory information

in the context of sensorimotor neuroprostheses (Chen et al.,

2020; Dadarlat et al., 2015; Hartmann et al., 2016; O’Doherty

et al., 2011). Recent active neuroprostheses tend to match as

closely as possible the spatial and temporal aspects of physio-

logical cortical responses to tactile and proprioceptive inputs

(Flesher et al., 2021; Tabot et al., 2015), as well as to visual inputs

(Dobelle, 2000; Fernández et al., 2021). However, most studies

relied on discrete patterns of stimulation in space and time,

whereas everyday prosthesis use is likely to generate complex,

continuous sensory feedback. Here, we have designed a class

of spatially and temporally continuous feedback at the cortical

surface. Although this remains a partial biomimetic activation,

it shares some features of known cortical activity patterns,

notably the propagation of cortical waves of activation (Muller

et al., 2018). In our study, such stimulation of a topographically

organized sensory cortex could be integrated with a high degree

of spatial precision into behavior, including anticipatory pro-

cesses that could promote dexterous movements of a closed-

loop neuroprosthesis.

Longer-timescale reorganization of the cortex during
learning
With additional training, learning the disrupted conditions may

eventually occur. For example, the activity patterns evoked in

S1 in the shuffled condition share features with those following

the surgical rotation of a skin flap while keeping nerve fibers

intact (Rosselet et al., 2008). In those experiments, cortical

topography was remodeled over the course of 2 weeks, so

that a new somatosensory map emerged, matching perfectly

the new contiguity of peripheral skin zones. Both maps then

co-existed, suggesting that several readout schemes can be im-

plemented simultaneously in a cortical area. In our experiments,
a reorganization of spatial readout mechanisms by downstream

areas could still be at play. The extent of such reorganization dur-

ing neuroprosthesis use has been debated (Makin and Ben-

smaia, 2017). Recent studies on participants using a sensori-

motor bionic arm suggest that long-term perceptual alignment

of the prosthesis and the missing limb requires that sensor loca-

tion and the connected nerve sensation should roughly match

(Cuberovic et al., 2019; Ortiz-Catalan et al., 2020; Schofield

et al., 2020). Thus, remapping in adults may occur, but only to

a certain degree (Tabot et al., 2015).

Limitations of the study
In this study, we targeted several cortical areas to explore how

mice can efficiently read out patterns of neural activation. While

their different topographical arrangement can explain our re-

sults, these cortical areasmay differ in additional ways, including

the level of expression of the ChR2 transgene. However, trans-

gene expression appears similar across the neocortex of our

mouse line, as detailed histological sections generated for the Al-

len Brain Atlas show (Madisen et al., 2012). We further checked

that, in our experimental conditions, optogenetic stimulation

evoked reliable spiking activity (Figures S1D and S1E). Similar

activation has been reported in primary auditory cortex using

the same mouse line (Ceballo et al., 2019b). We are therefore

confident that the photostimulation pattern activated the cortex

adequately in all our experimental conditions. Another concern is

that these areas project to different brain regions, which might

affect the behavioral output during the task. Further experiments

will be necessary to explore this hypothesis.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

We used 6-week-old Ai-27 x EMX-Cre mice, expressing channelrhodopsin in excitatory neurons across the cortex (Madisen et al.,

2012). Experimental procedures have been approved by the French Ministry of Research and Ethics Committee #59 as part of

project #858-2015060516116339. A total of 14 mice (6 female, 8 male) were successfully implanted, water restricted, and then

trained in the task. During the training period, mice only had access to water during the sessions as reward, and right after the session

for supplementation whenever necessary.

METHOD DETAILS

Mouse preparation
Surgeries were performed on anesthetized mice (1%–4% isoflurane anesthesia in 100% air) placed on a regulated heating pad. The

state of the anesthesia was assessed by breathing rate and response to tail pinch. The scalp was resected after lidocaine-induced

local anesthesia (200 mg/L, 0.1 mL) and conjunctive tissues were removed. A head-post was glued (cyanoacrylate glue) to the skull,

then strengthened with dental cement. A 5 to 6 mm diameter craniotomy was then performed while preserving the dura, centered

either on the stereotaxic coordinates of the C2 barrel in the primary somatosensory cortex (P1.5-L3.3 mm), or on a moremedial loca-

tion in between the paw representation and the barrel cortex (P0.5-L2.3mm). A glass optical window of diameter 5 or 6mmwas glued

to the borders of the craniotomy. The remaining exposed skull was covered with dental cement. At the end of the surgery, we admin-

istrated subcutaneously an analgesic (2 mg/mLMetacam, 0.1 mL) and an antibiotic (2.4%Borgal, 0.2 mL). Intrinsic imaging sessions

through the window were performed 5 to 10 days after the surgery. During an imaging session, either a single whisker or the right

forepaw was stimulated with a piezoelectric bender (Physics Instruments) 100 Hz, 5 ms square wave deflection) while red light

(625 nm) was projected on the window right below light saturation. A CCD camera acquired 659*494 px images at a rate of
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60 fps. The images were analyzed for space-time fluctuations in luminescence (Optimage, Thomas Deneux, NeuroPSI). These

intrinsic imaging sessions were used to locate the C2, Alpha and Delta barrel locations, as well as the forepaw location

(Figures 1C and 4B). More details can be found in Abbasi et al., (2018).

Optogenetic photostimulation
During training, optogenetic stimulation was performed through the optical window (Figure 1A) using a Digital Light Processing mod-

ule (DLP, Vialux V-7001, 462 nm blue LED. Stimulation patterns consisted of light bars 700 microns long and 150 microns wide,

rotating on a disk of diameter 1.5 mm. This pattern was chosen as part of our interest in encoding the angle of a joint (Goueytes

et al., 2019). The disk was centered on the C2 barrel location (vS1, Figure 1B, n = 11 mice). In three additional mice, the stimulation

was centered on a point 1.5 mmmedial and 1mm rostral to the C2 barrel, thus on the trunk and legs representation (‘‘body’’ S1, bS1,

Figures 4A and 4B). Among the 14mice, four were subsequently trained with the stimulation centered on the posterior parietal cortex

(PPC), 1.5 mm caudal to the C2 barrel (Figure 4A; three mice after vS1 training, one after bS1 training). To avoid overstimulation of

cortical areas, the center of the stimulated disk was never illuminated (white spot in Figure 1D). Photostimulation was done at high

power (measured, 10–15 mW per mm2). Using a photodetector, we ensured that the edge of the photostimulation was sharp; inten-

sity decreased to 5% at 20 microns from the edge. Spiking activity resulting from similar photostimulation was demonstrated pre-

viously (Abbasi et al., 2018; Ceballo et al., 2019b; Madisen et al., 2012). In pilot experiments, we checked that the particular light

bar designed for this study also evoked spiking across the optical window. We conducted electrophysiological recordings with

1-shank electrodes (Neuronexus, 64-channel multisite extracellular electrode, A1x64-Poly2-6mm-23S-160) inserted obliquely

through a small opening in the cranial window, while projecting patterns of light on S1 (Figure S1D). We typically performed several

penetrations at different entry points along the anterior-posterior axis, thus exploring different parts of S1 and surroundings. Analysis

of individual single-unit spike trains (Blackrock acquisition system, Spyking Circus) demonstrated strong neural activation by the op-

togenetic bar moving above the location of the recording site (Figure S1E). These results confirmed that optogenetic stimulation of

neocortex in Emx-Cre x Ai27 mice induces neural activation (Ceballo et al., 2019b; Madisen et al., 2012).

Behavioral training
After surgery and intrinsic imaging, mice were water restricted. Training started two days later. During the first session, the mouse

was habituated to head-fixation and learned to lick water from a small tube. During this session, licks always triggered water rewards,

and nothing happened if the mouse did not lick. Each subsequent session lasted 30 min, during which a randomized set of trials was

presented to the mouse. Trials were separated by 5 s.

In the standard condition, each trial consisted in the presentation of one trajectory of the photostimulation bar, starting from the

most caudal position, and then rotating towards a rostral rewarded zone with different dynamics. The bar angular position was up-

dated every 10 ms. Each trajectory was taken from a database of 252 pre-loaded trajectories. These were obtained from a closed-

loop BMI study performed with different mice (Goueytes et al., 2019). In that study, the activity of motor cortex neurons was used to

drive the rotating bar. From the initial full dataset, we kept only the 126 trajectories lasting between 10 and 20 s, entering at least once

the rewarded zone (green zone, Figure 1E). To remove a possible right/left bias, for each trajectory, its symmetric trajectory with

respect to the rostro-caudal axis was added to the database, yielding the full set of 252 smooth trajectories with evolving dynamics

(Figures S1A–S1C).

A lick had different consequences depending on the angular location of the photostimulation bar at that time. A lick when the light

bar was in the rewarded zone (green area, Figure 1E) led to an immediate 10 mL water reward. A lick in the no-lick zone (red area)

immediately ended the trial and was followed by the 5 s intertrial interval, during which the cortex was not photostimulated. A

new trial started immediately after the 5 s period. A lick in the neutral zones (white areas) had no consequence. If the mouse drank

more than 3 mL of water during one session, only one lick out of two was rewarded with water during the following sessions, starting

with the first lick inside the rewarded zone. The rewarded zone spanned 60�, except for three mice for which it spanned 50�.
Mice were trained for 5 to 10 daily sessions of 30 min each. Three mice initially trained for 5 days in the standard condition on vS1

were then trained for 5 days in a difficult condition, in which the size of the no-lick zone was increased so that the task became more

challenging (Figure S4, these were the three mice trained with a 50� rewarded zone). Three other mice were also initially trained in the

standard condition and were then tested for one session in a shuffled condition (Figures 2A–2F), in which the contiguity of the cortical

sectors crossed during the trajectories was modified. Specifically, the stimulation disk was divided in six 60� sectors, and these sec-

tors were swapped so that the trajectory jumped from one sector to another at the boundaries. The starting position and rewarded

zone were unchanged. Another group of three naive mice were directly trained in the shuffled condition on vS1 (Figures 2B–2E).

Mice were usually trained every day for 10 days once enrolled in a protocol. However, in the first experiments, training was often

stopped after 5 days of vS1 stimulation in the standard condition because the performance of the mice was already very high. When

training duration varied across mice, the last session of each mouse was labelled Last for group analysis.

Histology
After training, mice were deeply anesthetized with isoflurane (4%–5%), euthanized by cervical dislocation, and perfused with para-

formaldehyde (PFA). The brains were stored in PBS for two days or more, and then S1 tangential slices (100 microns thick) were cut

and stained with cytochrome C oxidase. The alignment of the stained barrels and the blood vessels were computed using a
Cell Reports 39, 110617, April 5, 2022 e2
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homemade software (Perronnet et al., 2016). Briefly, this software uses the position of the transversal vessels to realign each slice

with respect to each other. At the end of the process, the slice showing the blood vessels on the surface of the cortex and the slices

showing the stained barrels could be superimposed accurately (Figure 1D).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

We quantified performance by assessing the percentage of trials that were rewarded in each session. We also computed a detection

value (Figure 1G), corresponding to the percentage of entries into the rewarded zone for which the mouse obtained at least one

reward. Therefore, the detection value was not affected by trials that were interrupted before reaching the rewarded area. Overall,

a high detection value indicates that the mouse learned to lick when the light bar was in the rewarded zone, while a high percentage

of rewarded trials requires that in addition, the mouse learned to refrain from licking in the no-lick zone. These two measures of per-

formance were normalized session by session by estimating a chance level obtained by bootstrapping. For each session, one hun-

dred shuffled sessions were generated by loading random sequences of trajectories from the database while keeping the temporal

sequence of licks from the real session. The simulated protocol followed all the task rules: if during a simulated trajectory, a lick

happened while photostimulation was in the no-lick zone, a 5 s intertrial interval was enforced and a new trial was loaded thereafter.

The average performance of these simulations was then subtracted from the performance of the real session to obtain the normalized

performance (Figures 1G, 2B, 3C, and 3D).

To demonstrate that mice were using spatial information from the cortical stimulus and not only a temporal strategy, we designed

an algorithm that solves the task exclusively by using time elapsed from the start of the trial. In the simplest version, this algorithm

waits a fixed amount of time, called its operating time, then licks continuously until the end of the trial. In the version we used, instead

of a fixed value, we picked waiting times randomly from a Gaussian distribution centered on the operating time, and with a standard

deviation equal to the smallest standard deviation of response times observed in a trained mouse. We generated one such algorithm

for each operating time from 0 to 20 s (with 0.01 s steps). For each operating time, we quantified the performance of the algorithm by

the detection value and percentage of rewarded trials for a full session comprised of the 252 different trials.

To quantify the behavioral licking response of the mice as a function of cortical location, we analyzed the distribution of angular

positions of the optogenetic bar at lick times (Figures 2A–2C). However, as a lick in the rewarded zone leads to a reward and thus

to more licks, these plots often showed large numbers of licks not necessarily linked to the simultaneous photostimulation location.

To disambiguate first licks from others, we defined an onset lick as a lick that was not preceded by another lick in the last 3 s.

Each statistical test used is described in the text and/or in the figure legends. *: p < 0.05. **: p < 0.01. ***: p < 0.001.
e3 Cell Reports 39, 110617, April 5, 2022
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Figure S1. Optogenetic task dynamics and neural activation. Related to Figure 1.
(A) Six example trajectories of the optogenetic stimulation. The reference angle 0° corresponds to the angle 

for the lowest point on Figure 1E, most posterior on the cortical surface. The photostimulation bar could 

rotate several times around the center, and could reverse directions. 

(B) Distribution of the times of first entry of the optogenetic stimulation in the Rewarded zone, for the 252 

trajectories in the database.

(C) Distribution of the average angular speed of the optogenetic stimulation, for the 252 trajectories in the 

database. The bar can move either clockwise or counterclockwise.

(D) Recordings in S1 with a silicon longitudinal multi-site electrode (Neuronexus, 64-channel multisite 

extracellular electrode, A1x64-Poly2-6mm-23S-160), while stimulating the cortex with a moving optogenetic 

bar. Here the bar is of same width but longer than for the behavioral task, so that we could ensure that it 

passes over most electrode sites. The red line indicates the electrode shank in the brain.

(E) Top: Example raster plot of spikes from a single unit as the optogenetic bar rotates, demonstrating strong 

activation.

Bottom: Peri-Stimulus Time Histogram of the same spiking activity.
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Figure S3. Mice learn to lock their licking behavior to the stimulation angle in cortical 

space. Related to Figure 1.
(A) Raster plots of licks (dots) as a function of time after trial onset, during 20 consecutive trials in the first and 

tenth session for one mouse. Same graphs as Figure 1F.

(B) Raster plots similar to Panel A, but as a function of the absolute angle of the photostimulation bar on the 

cortical surface. The reference angle 0° corresponds to the lowest point of Figure 1E, most posterior on the 

cortical surface. Angles were mapped to [-180°,180°] before taking the absolute value. Note that because the 

horizontal axis represents angles, licks on the right do not necessarily happen before licks on the left.

Figure S2. Raw Learning curves. Related to Figure 1.
Learning curves as in Figure 1G, but before subtracting the chance level calculated by bootstrapping the 
trials for each individual session (see Methods)
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Figure S4. Mice finely discriminate spatial zones of stimulation. Related to Figure 2.
(A) In the difficult condition, the no-lick zone was expanded from 180° to 270° while the neutral zones were 

each reduced from 60° to 20°. Orange lines: expanded area of the no-lick zone. 

(B) Raster plot of licks (dots) during the first 20 trials of the last session of a mouse trained on the difficult task 

for 5 days, after having been trained on the standard task for 5 days. Conventions are the same as for Figure 

1F. Lick onsets largely occur in the neutral and rewarded zones. 

(C) Average learning curves (+/- SEM, n = 3 mice), quantified by the normalized detection level (Left), and the 

normalized percentage of rewarded trials (Right). 

(D) Performance curve of an algorithm solving the difficult condition task with a pure temporal strategy (see 

Methods and Figure 1H). The blue dots indicate the mice performance during their last session.
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(E) Spatial distribution of the optogenetic stimulus angle for lick onsets for the session shown in panel B.

(F) Average distribution of lick onsets for which the optogenetic bar was in the rewarded, no-lick and neutral 

zones, for the first and last (or best) session of the two training conditions. Orange corresponds to licks in the 

no-lick expansion zone. Best session corresponds to each mouse’s highest performance among session 9 

and session 10. This adaptation of the quantification was necessary because the task was very challenging, 

so performance was highly variable.

(G) Average spatial distribution of the stimulus angle for lick onsets for the neutral and rewarded zones. 

Trials entering from the right were symmetrized before averaging as for Figure 2C. Only the first 20 rewarded 

trials of a given session were used for this analysis, ensuring that the mice were highly motivated.
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